Introduction
Recent advances in the performance of automatic analysers and in computer technology, although both share the aim of increasing speed, ease and operational capacity, have paradoxically led to a stalemate in many clinical laboratories. The new autoanalysers equipped with computers are capable of coping with a large analytical load, but often they can only partly cope with the data management process and so they increase laboratory tasks. Further, many hospital data processing centres (DPCs), copying their old manual procedures are limited to clerical work, which is a great pity considering their enormous computing powers [-1] .
Laboratories often find that their advanced instrument analytical capability is conditioned by two bottlenecks: manual input of test requests and memorization of clinical results [2-1.
Since a central data-bank is necessary for the complete clinical and statistical use of laboratory data in a large university hospital [-3-] , a computerized system has been developed in the authors' clinical chemistry laboratory which is connected to the DPC by means of floppy disc information transfer. The system allows positive sample identification by an automatic optical reader and, together with on-line analytical result acquisition, it is possible to process patient specimens at random as they arrive in the laboratory. This feature means that the delays and difficulties encountered with an exclusively centralized management are avoided.
Materials and methods Hardware
The DPC in the authors' teaching hospital is equipped with an IBM system, which is used for general accounting and, by means of terminals and printers, for the admission office and other centralized services and laboratories. The authors' laboratory uses the DPC as a data-bank (it memorizes patient requests and results, prints-out worksheets and clinical reports).
The central system (see figure 1) The use of floppy disc for data exchange between the laboratory and the DPC allows easy information retrieval for clinical and statistical research. The system proposed in this paper is cheap, has a proven versatility and is very easy to use.
